A distinct cyclin-dependent kinase-activating kinase of Arabidopsis thaliana
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ABSTRACT The activation of cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) requires phosphorylation of a threonine residue within the T-loop catalyzed by CDK-activating kinases (CAKs). Thus far no functional CAK homologue has been reported in plants. We screened an Arabidopsis cDNA expression library for complementation of a budding yeast CAK mutant. A cDNA, cak1At, was isolated that suppressed the CAK mutation in budding yeast, and it also complemented a fission yeast CAK mutant. cak1At encodes a protein related to animal CAKs. The CAK similarity was restricted to the conserved kinase domains, leading to classification of Cak1At as a distinct CAK in the phylogenetic tree. Immunoprecipitates with the anti-Cak1At antibody phosphorylated human CDK2 at the threonine residue (T160) within the T-loop and activated its activity to phosphorylate histone H1. Whereas CAKs in animals and fission yeast are involved in regulation of the cell cycle and basal transcription by phosphorylating the carboxyl-terminal domain (CTD) of the largest subunit of RNA polymerase II, Cak1At did not phosphorylate the CTD. An Arabidopsis CTD-kinase isolated separately from Cak1At was shown to interact with the yeast protein p13\textsuperscript{Cak1At}, but it had no CTD-kinase activity. Therefore, the CTD of RNA polymerase II is probably phosphorylated by a Cdc2-related kinase distinct from Cak1At. cak1At is a single-copy gene in Arabidopsis and is highly expressed in proliferating cells of suspension cultures.

In comparison to animals, a unique feature of plant cell cycle control is that quiescent meristematic and differentiated cells of plants are capable of reentering the cell cycle. The activation of cell division and transitions between different phases of the cell cycle is controlled by a family of cyclin-dependent serine/threonine protein kinases (CDKs; refs. 1–5). Cyclins activate CDKs by changing the conformation at their catalytic sites (6–8). In Arabidopsis, overexpression of a mitotic cyclin stimulates cytokinesis without leading to neoplasia (9). This suggests that activation of the cell cycle in plants is mediated by post-translational activation of CDKs at multiple levels to control normal development of plant tissues. In addition to cyclins, the activation of CDKs requires phosphorylation of a threonine residue within the T-loop of kinase subdomain VIII (4, 6, 8) by CDK-activating kinases (CAKs). Purification of CAKs from starfish, Xenopus, and mammals identified a heterotrimERIC complex composed of a catalytic kinase subunit p40\textsuperscript{MO15}/Cdk7 (10–12), a regulatory cyclin H subunit (13, 14), and an assembly factor, MAT1 (15–17). A related CAK complex in Schizophreniomyces pombe consists of Crk1/Mop1 catalytic and Mcs2 regulatory subunits (18, 19). Recently, a CAK named Cak1/Civ1 has been identified in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Although Cak1/Civ1 is most similar to members of the CDK family of protein kinases, it displays less than 25% sequence identity to its closest homologues (20–22). Unlike vertebrate and fission yeast CAKs, Cak1/Civ1 is known to be active as a monomer.

Vertebrate CAKs were identified as subunits of the transcription factor IIB (TFIIH) and shown to phosphorylate the carboxyl-terminal domain (CTD) of the largest subunit of RNA polymerase II (23–25). Crk1/Mop1 of Sch. pombe displays CTD kinase and CDK-activating kinase (CAK) activities (18, 19). This indicates that these CAKs play an additional role in transcription (26, 27). In contrast, Cak1/Civ1 of S. cerevisiae is unable to phosphorylate the CTD and is probably not a subunit of TFIIH (20–22, 28). In budding yeast, the closest structural relatives of p40\textsuperscript{MO15}/Cdk7 and cyclin H are respectively Kin28 and Cel1 (29–31). The Kin28–Cel1 complex has been reported to associate with TFIIH and readily phosphorylate the CTD of RNA polymerase II, but it does not seem to display CAK activity (31–33). Therefore, in budding yeast two distinct protein kinases regulate the activation of CDKs and basal transcription.

It is likely that plant CAKs also play an essential role in the regulation of cell division, but thus far no CAK activity has been reported in higher plants. To reveal the function of CAK in cell cycle activation, we started to search for CAK activity in Arabidopsis, and we isolated a cDNA encoding a protein kinase related to the CDK family. Here we show that overexpression of this cDNA rescues the temperature sensitivity of fission and budding yeast CAK mutants. Immunoprecipitates with anti-CAK antibody show CDK2 kinase CAK activity, but not CTD kinase activity, which has been assigned to another CAK-related kinase. These results demonstrate that, analogously to regulation in budding yeast, CDK and CTD kinase activities are separately controlled in Arabidopsis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Complementation of Yeast CAK Mutations. A suspension culture was established from callus tissues obtained from root segments of Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Col-0 and maintained as described (34). S. cerevisiae GF235 (MAT\textalpha, civ1–4, ura3, leu2, trpl, lys2, ade2, ade3; ref. 22) and Sch. pombe JM1224 (mc6–13, cdc2–3w, cdc25–22, leu1–32, h\textsuperscript{+}; refs. 18 and 35) were used as hosts for genetic complementation. To construct a cDNA expression library, RNA was isolated 4 days after subculturing an Arabidopsis suspension culture (36), and poly(A\textsuperscript{+}) RNA was purified on oligo(dT)-cellulose type 7 (Pharmacia) for cDNA synthesis by using ligation with EcoR1
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adaptors according to instructions of the ZAP-cDNA synthesis kit (Stratagene). After digestion with XhoI, cDNAs were inserted into EcoRI-XhoI sites of the yeast expression vector pYX112 (Ingenius, Wiesbaden, Germany), carrying an ARS/CEN replicon, the triose-phosphate isomerase promoter, and the selectable marker URA3. The cDNA library was used to transform Escherichia coli MC1061 by electroporation, then 7.4 × 10^7 independent clones were pooled and amplified in a 1.4-liter culture to prepare plasmid DNA. Subsequently, the library was used to transform GF2351 yeast cells by the lithium acetate method (37), and Ura^- transformants were selected on minimal glucose plates at 35°C. Plasmids complementing the LEU2 promoter, and a selectable marker were excised with EcoRI and XhoI, subcloned into pBluescript II SK- (Stratagene), and sequenced by using an automated sequencer (PE Applied Biosystems) and an ABI Prism Cycle Sequencing Kit (PE Applied Biosystems). Nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences were compared with homologous sequences in the GenBank, EMBL, and DDBJ databases. The clustering was performed by using the program CLUSTAL V (38).

**Expression of cak1At, cdc2aAt, and cdc2bAt in Yeast.** Coding regions of Arabidopsis CDKs cdc2aAt and cdc2bAt were PCR-amplified, cloned into the EcoRI site of plasmid pYX112, and introduced into yeast GF2351 to select uracil-independent (Ura^-) transformants on minimal glucose plates at 37°C. To express cDNAs in Sch. pombe JM1224, the coding regions of cak1At, cdc2aAt, and cdc2bAt were cloned into the BamH I site of pREP3, carrying an ARS1 replicon, an NMT1 promoter, and a selectable LEU2 marker. After electroporation of JM1224 cells (39), Leu^+ transformants were selected on minimal plates in the presence or absence of 2.0 µM thiamine at 35.5°C. Cell shape of JM1224 transformants was monitored by growing the cells overnight in minimal liquid medium supplemented with 2.0 µM thiamine, then rinsing them in thiamin-free medium, and growing in medium either containing or lacking thiamin for 8 h at 27°C. Cells were then transferred to 35.5°C and grown overnight with moderate agitation.

**Purification and Immunological Detection of Arabidopsis CAK**. Protein samples were extracted from an Arabidopsis suspension culture 4 days after subculturing (40), and from yeast cells as described (41), then fractionated by electrophoresis on SDS/12% polyacrylamide gels and subjected to immunoblotting using a COON Western Blotting Detection System (Amersham). Polyclonal antibody was raised against the carboxy-terminal PTSSGGFTEFP peptide of Arabidopsis Cak1At. When immunoprecipitates with the anti-Cak1At antibody were subjected to immunoblotting, antibodies were fixed to the immunoaffinity support Affi-Gel 10 (Bio-Rad) and used for immunoprecipitation.

The CTD coding region from the largest subunit of Arabidopsis DNA polymerase II cDNA (42) was isolated as a blunt-ended NdeI and SalI DNA fragment and cloned in Smal–SalI sites of glutathione S-transferase (GST) gene fusion vector pGEX4T-2 (Pharmacia). The GST-CTD fusion protein was expressed in E. coli BL21 grown overnight at 27°C in the presence of 0.1 mM isopropyl β-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG), and purified by using glutathione-Sepharose 4B (Pharmacia) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Fusion proteins GST-CDK2 (wild type), GST-CDK2 (carrying the K33R mutation), GST-CDK2 (carrying the T160A mutation), and histidine-tagged protein A-cyclin A were expressed and purified as described (11). Arabidopsis protein samples (100 µg) were incubated with 5 µl of preimmune or Cak1At antiserum for 2 h at 4°C, and were immunoprecipitated with 30 µl of 50% staphylococcal protein A-agarose (GIBCO/BRL) for 1 h at 4°C. The immunoprecipitates were washed three times with bead buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5/5 mM NaF/250 mM NaCl/0.1% Nonidet P-40/0.1 mM Na3VO4/5 mM EDTA/5 mM EGTA) and once with kinase buffer (25 mM Hepes–NaOH, pH 7.5/10 mM magnesium acetate). To isolate proteins interacting with yeast p135^{cyc}, Arabidopsis protein samples (100 µg) were mixed with 30 µl of 50% (vol/vol) p135^{cyc}-agarose (Seikagaku Kogyo, Tokyo) for 2 h at 4°C, then the matrix was washed three times with bead buffer and once with kinase buffer. To separate K1 and K2 fractions, Arabidopsis crude protein extract was loaded onto a DEAE-Sepharose column equilibrated with DEAE buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8/75 mM NaCl/5 mM MgCl2/5 mM EGTA/5 mM β-glycerophosphate/0.01% Nonidet P-40/1 mM dithiothreitol/1 mM NaF/0.1 mM Na3VO4 supplemented with 0.25 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 0.1 mM benzamidine, and 1 µg/ml both leupeptin and aprotinin), and the flow-through was collected as the K1 fraction. The column was washed with DEAE buffer, and the K2 fraction was eluted with DEAE buffer containing 0.6 M NaCl.

CDK2, and CTD kinase assays were essentially as described (11). In brief, 0.1 µg/µl GST-CDK2 or GST-CTD was mixed with immunoprecipitates, or proteins bound to p135^{cyc}-agarose, and subjected to phosphorylation reactions. For assaying the CTD kinase in the K1 and K2 fractions, GST-CTD was bound to 10 µl of glutathione-Sepharose, incubated with either K1 or K2 fraction (130 µg) for 2 h at 4°C. Then the Sepharose matrix was washed three times with bead buffer and once with kinase buffer, and was subjected to phosphorylation reaction. CAK assays were performed as described (11).

**Southern and Northern Hybridizations.** Genomic DNA was prepared from Arabidopsis Col-0 plants (43), digested with EcoRI, HindIII, BamHI, or SacI, size fractionated by electrophoresis on 0.7% agarose gels, and transferred to Hybond-N membranes (Amersham) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Total RNA samples (12 µg) isolated from diverse tissues were fractionated on formaldehyde/1.2% agarose gels and transferred to a Hybond-N+ membrane as described (44). For Southern and Northern hybridizations, an EcoRI fragment of cak1At cDNA, carrying the coding region except for the last three codons, was used as probe. DNA and RNA hybridizations were conducted as described (45).

**RESULTS**

**Isolation of Arabidopsis cDNAs Complementing the CAK Mutation of Budding Yeast.** Division of S. cerevisiae GF2351 cells, carrying a temperature-sensitive mutation of the cak1A/civ1 gene, is arrested within one cell cycle after transfer to 37°C (22). We screened for Arabidopsis cDNAs, the overexpression of which rescued the temperature sensitivity of GF2351. A cDNA expression library was constructed in pYX112 vector by using a constitutive promoter of triose-phosphate isomerase gene. Screening of 4.8 × 10^6 transformants resulted in two clones growing well at 35°C. Both clones contained identical cDNAs flanked by 5' and 3' noncoding regions differing in length. Nucleotide sequencing of these cDNAs revealed an open reading frame of 1440 bp coding for a predicted protein sequence of 480 amino acids that showed homology to members of the CDK protein kinase family with a closest similarity to p40^{MO15}/Cdk7 (Fig. 1A). The homology to CDKs was restricted to the conserved kinase domains, including the ATP-binding site (42% identical), the active site (53% identical), and the phosphoregulatory site (53% identical). The gene was therefore termed cak1At for CAK homologue of Arabidopsis thaliana. It was noteworthy that the Cak1At protein carried an extra stretch of 112 amino acids between the kinase active site and phosphoregulatory site (Fig. 1A). A phylogenetic tree analysis showed that Cak1At was distinct from the Cdc2 and p40^{MO15}/Cdk7 kinase families regardless of the presence of the 112 amino acid stretch, suggesting that Cak1At was a novel type of CDK (Fig. 1B). Surprisingly,
Cak1At showed no significant sequence similarity to Cak1/Civ1 of *S. cerevisiae*, although overexpression of cak1At on pYX112 rescued the temperature sensitivity of *GF2351* cells at 37°C (Fig. 2A). When the *Arabidopsis* cdc2 genes, cdc2aAt and cdc2bAt, were overexpressed by using the same vector in *GF2351*, no colonies were formed at 37°C, indicating that the cdc2 genes were not capable of complementing the mutant. 

**Complementation of Fission Yeast CAK Mutant with cak1At.** Because Cak1/Civ1 of *S. cerevisiae* is unique in comparison to CAKs of vertebrates and Sch. pombe, we tested whether cak1At can complement the fission yeast mutant *JM1224*, which carries an *mcs6* mutation allelic to *crk1* causing a temperature-dependent cell cycle arrest (18). When *Arabidopsis* cdc2 genes, cdc2aAt and cdc2bAt, were expressed in *JM1224* by using the pREP3 vector alone as control (Fig. 2B), the cells could not grow at 35.5°C, indicating that overexpression of cak1At or *crk1* activated the cell division cycle, leading to a short-cell phenotype in fission yeast.

**Molecular Characterization of cak1At.** The genomic DNA was digested with diverse restriction enzymes and subjected to Southern DNA hybridization using an *EcoRI* fragment of 1.5 kb, carrying the *cak1At* coding region, as probe (Fig. 3A). A single band of 2.3 kb was detected in the *EcoRI* digests, whereas *BanHI*, which cleaved the 5' end of the cDNA probe, also produced a single band. Three bands were detected with *HindIII*, which cleaved the cDNA at three sites, two of which were close together. *SacI* digestion also generated three bands, of which the 6-kb fragment showed relatively weak signal (Fig. 3A). Because two of the three *SacI* sites were located at the very 5' and 3' ends of the cDNA, respectively, the weak band corresponded to a genomic DNA fragment having homology with either the 5' or the 3' end of the cDNA probe. When the membrane was washed under low-stringency conditions, the hybridization pattern did not change (data not shown), indicating that the cak1At gene represented a single unique locus in the *Arabidopsis* genome.

To monitor cak1At expression, total *Arabidopsis* RNA was isolated from suspension culture, roots, cotyledons, seedlings, rosettes, stems, young siliques, and floral buds and was hybridized with the cak1At cDNA (Fig. 3B). Low levels of cak1At RNA of 1.8 kb, corresponding well to the length of cDNA (1.7 kb), were detected in almost all tissues. The cak1At mRNA level was found to be the highest in the suspension culture, suggesting a possible up-regulation in actively dividing cells.

**Phosphorylation and Activation of Human CDK2 by Cak1At in Vitro.** An antibody raised against a carboxy-terminal peptide of Cak1At (PTSSGFTIEFP) detected a protein of 62 kDa in a crude protein extract prepared from proliferating cells of an *Arabidopsis* suspension (Fig. 4A). The same protein was also observed in a protein sample extracted from budding yeast *GF2351* transformants expressing cak1At, but was absent from cells carrying an empty pYX112 vector as control (Fig. 4A). These data showed that the antibody recognized properly the *Arabidopsis* Cak1At protein showing an apparent molecular mass of 62 kDa. The Cak1At protein could also be immunoprecipitated from *Arabidopsis* crude
extracts by using the antibody (Fig. 4B). The Cak1At immunoprecipitate was reacted with human CDK2 fused to GST, and phosphorylation of CDK2 was detected by autoradiography. To preclude the possibility of autophosphorylation, a kinase-inactive mutant of GST-CDK2, carrying a K33R replacement (11), was used as a substrate. The Cak1At immunoprecipitate phosphorylated the GST-CDK2 substrate, whereas those with the preimmune serum showed no activity (Fig. 4B). The GST control protein was not phosphorylated by either of these immunoprecipitates (data not shown). When GST-CDK2 in which T160 within the T-loop was replaced by an alanine (T160A) was used as substrate, no phosphorylation was observed (Fig. 4B), indicating that Cak1At was capable of specifically activating the human CDK2–cyclin A complex to phosphorylate histone H1.

CTD Phosphorylation Depends on a CDK Other than Cak1At. Vertebrate CAKs phosphorylate not only CDKs but also the CTD of the largest subunit of RNA polymerase II. Therefore, we searched for CDK kinases in Arabidopsis and tested whether they correspond to Cak1At. Proteins extracted from Arabidopsis suspension culture were separated by DEAE-Sepharose chromatography to fraction K1, representing the flow-through, and K2, containing proteins eluted with 0.6 M NaCl (46). CTD kinase activity was observed exclusively in the K1 fraction, whereas Cak1At was immunologically detected only in the K2 fraction (Fig. 4C), suggesting that protein kinases other than Cak1At in the K1 fraction were responsible for the CTD phosphorylation activity.

The yeast protein p13 suc1 forms a tight complex with Cdc2-related protein kinases in plants (40, 47, 48). On the basis of the fact that the CTD kinase Kin28 is a relative of Cdc28 in S. cerevisiae (29), Arabidopsis proteins interacting with p13suc1 were assayed for CDK2 and CTD kinase activities. In fact, the CTD was phosphorylated by Arabidopsis proteins precipitated by p13suc1-agarose, but showed no CDK2 kinase activity (Fig. 4D). Immunoblotting of these proteins showed that Cak1At did not bind to p13suc1-agarose (Fig. 4D), demonstrating again that in Arabidopsis a Cdc2-related protein kinase different from Cak1At phosphorylated the CTD but not the CDK2 kinase.

DISCUSSION

We have identified an Arabidopsis cDNA named cak1At that encodes a protein kinase similar to CDKs. Cak1At shows the closest similarity to the p40MO15/Cdk7 kinase family within specific domains, including the ATP-binding and kinase active sites. Other CDK regions were less conserved in Cak1At which therefore cannot be classified to the group of Cdk2/Cdc28 and p40MO15/Cdk7 kinases in the phylogenetic tree. An insertion of 112 amino acids between the kinase active site and the
JM1224, the gene product of the CAK mutations in budding yeast GF2351 and fission yeast A of Arabidopsis extract from S. cerevisiae for CDK2 or CTD kinase activity. It is remarkable that Cak1At, no CAK activity was detected with the anti-Cak1At antibody. (2) Immunoprecipitates of Arabidopsis proteins with preimmune serum (lane 1) or the anti-Cak1At antibody (lane 2) were subjected to immunoblotting with the anti-Cak1At antibody. (2) Immunoprecipitates of Arabidopsis proteins with preimmune serum or the anti-Cak1At antibody were assayed for CDK2 kinase activity with GST-CDK2 (K33R) (lane 1) or GST-CDK2 (T160A) (lane 2). (3) Immunoprecipitates of Arabidopsis proteins obtained with preimmune serum or the anti-Cak1At antibody were assayed for CDK2-activating kinase (CAK) activity, using GST-CDK2 (wild type) (lane 1), GST-CDK2 (K33R) (lane 2), or GST-CDK2 (T160A) (lane 3) as substrates. (C) (1) Ten micrograms of K1 and K2 fractions of Arabidopsis proteins were immunoblotted with the anti-Cak1At antibody. (2) K1 and K2 fractions of Arabidopsis proteins were mixed with GST-CTD, and CTD-associated proteins were subjected to phosphorylation reaction. (D) (1) Arabidopsis total protein (lane 1), p13^{nuc}, associated proteins (lane 2), and the supernatant after depletion of p13^{nuc}-associated proteins (lane 3) were immunoblotted with the anti-Cak1At antibody. (2) p13^{nuc}-associated proteins were assayed for CDK2 or CTD kinase activity.

phosphoregulatory site is a unique feature of Cak1At, although the functional significance of this kinase domain remains to be established.

cak1At has been isolated by complementation of the budding yeast mutant GF2351. When cak1At was overexpressed in the fission yeast mutant JM1224, it also rescued the temperature sensitivity of the mcs6–13 mutation. Because overexpression of Arabidopsis cdc2aAt or cdc2bAt could not suppress the CAK mutations in budding yeast GF2351 and fission yeast JM1224, the gene product of cak1At has a function distinct from that of Cdc2 proteins. Cak1At appeared to be similar to CAK MO15 of Xenopus, which was shown to suppress the mcs6–13 mutation in JM1224 (18). However, MO15 alone did not complement the budding yeast mutant GF2351 (C. Miled and C. Mann, personal communication). It is remarkable therefore that Cak1At is capable of rescuing the temperature sensitivity of both fission and budding yeast CAK mutants. Because CAKs of budding and fission yeasts are completely different from each other, it appears that Arabidopsis Cak1At may function in a unique way in activation of CDKs.

Immunoprecipitates with the Cak1At antibody were able to phosphorylate human CDK2(K33R) but not CDK2(T160A), indicating that Cak1At specifically phosphorylates T160 of CDK2. In the CAK assay, histone H1 was phosphorylated in the presence of human CDK2 (wild type) and cyclin A, showing that the CAK immunoprecipitates activated the CDK2 kinase. These data suggest that in fact Cak1At may function as a CDK-activating kinase in Arabidopsis.

We showed that Cak1At is chromatographically separable in the K2 fraction of DEAE-Sepharose from the bulk of CTD kinase activity recovered in the flow-through K1 fraction. As in alfalfa (46), the yeast protein p13^{nuc} specifically extracted the CTD kinase activity from the Arabidopsis crude extract. However, neither the Cak1At protein nor the CDK2 kinase activity was associated with the CTD kinase bound by p13^{nuc}, indicating that the p13^{nuc}-interacting CDK-like proteins have no activity in phosphorylating CDK2. Moreover, the S. cerevisiae mutant JGV4 carrying the kin28-ts mutation (31) could not be rescued by overexpression of cak1At (data not shown), indicating that cak1At overexpression cannot suppress the defect of CTD kinase in JGV4 cells. Therefore, it is likely that in Arabidopsis different protein kinases function in the phosphorylation of CDKs and CTD of RNA polymerase II, as is the case in S. cerevisiae. This is in contrast to vertebrates or fission yeast, where CAKs are involved in phosphorylation of both CTD and CDKs (8, 27). Arabidopsis may thus carry another protein kinase similar to Kin28 that might be involved in the regulation of basal transcription by phosphorylating CTD. This assumption is also supported by the fact that the CTD kinase activity in Arabidopsis was found to be associated with p13^{nuc}, indicating that CTD-kinase is a member of the CDK family.

It is known that Cak1/Civ1 of budding yeast has no similarity to other CDKs (20–22). CAKs of vertebrates and fission yeast require an association with specific cyclin partners for their activity, whereas Cak1/Civ1 is active as a monomer. In the case of Arabidopsis Cak1At, no CAK activity was detected in vitro with the GST-Cak1At fusion protein (data not shown), suggesting that Cak1At may require either a post-translational modification or association with regulatory subunit(s) for its activity. This feature is completely different from that of Cak1/Civ1, which as GST-fusion protein shows CAK activity (21). The anti-Cak1At antibody detected a protein of 62 kDa, although the molecular mass of Cak1At deduced from the amino acid sequence is about 54 kDa. This discrepancy in molecular mass may indeed reflect a modification, such as activating phosphorylation in vivo, that changes the mobility of Cak1At on SDS/PAGE. Further analysis is necessary to reveal whether Cak1At is associated with other regulatory proteins.

In rice, the amino acid sequence of CDK/CAK homologue R2 was found to be very similar to Kin28 of budding yeast. In fact, R2 is included in the same cluster as p40^{nov}/Cdk7 in the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 1B). However, immunoprecipitates with the R2 antibody had no CDK2 kinase or CAK activity, but they showed a high CTD kinase activity (unpublished data). Therefore, Arabidopsis Cak1At appears to be the first protein kinase in plants that has been characterized in terms of CAK activity. Gene cak1At represents a single chromosomal locus in the Arabidopsis genome, which is transcribed at a very low level in all tissues but is highly expressed in proliferating cells of suspension cultures. It is therefore likely that the activity of Cak1At is regulated not only at a post-translational level, e.g., phosphorylation of the threonine residue at the phosphoregulatory site, but also transcriptionally. Screening for Cak1At-interacting proteins may further identify positive or
negative effectors of Cak1At in CDK regulation. Isolation of mutants defective in cak1At; on the other hand, may facilitate a genetic dissection of cell cycle regulatory events related to CAK and CDKs controlling a flexible cell proliferation throughout the life cycle of higher plants.
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